USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10501.07

Prologue: THE USS GENEVA PREPARES TO EMBARK ON AN UNUSUAL FIRST CONTACT SITUATION, INSIDE FEDERATION SPACE...

"Market Conditions" - Part 1

SB says:
=/\==/\==/\= BEGIN MISSION =/\==/\==/\=
FCO_Williams says:
::at Flight Control Station:: CO: Course laid and speed laid in sir.
XO_Taal says:
::walking towards the Shuttlebay::
CMO_Kimura says:
::in Sickbay, fully prepared for the mission::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::is on the Bebop ship helping Grey to navigate it inside Geneva's Shuttlebay::
TO_Keach says:
::On the bridge at the secondary tactical station::
CIV_Azanna says:
@::sets the Bebop down gently and tilts her head:: CSO/CTO: Everryone okay back therre?
XO_Taal says:
::presses a console outside the Shuttlebay and waits for the raider to fully dock with the Geneva::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::on bridge, preparing for the mission ahead, testing the comm, and taking in reports from around the ship making sure everything is at 100% efficiency::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::comes up and sits down at the co-pilot's seat after checking the landing systems:: CIV: We're cleared to land. I think I see Commander Taal inside watching us.
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ CIV:  I am...doing well. ::controls the chaotic emotions she's feeling right now, knowing they will be at their posts very shortly::
CNS_Bauer says:
::On bridge in the chair left of the Captain's. He has a medical tricorder with him and is working at his console::
CIV_Azanna says:
@CTO: You'rre surre this is okay? I don't wanna get hauled off to a penal colony.
CO_Shras says:
:: sitting in his ready room ::
XO_Taal says:
::watches curiously as it has been a while since he has seen a class of such vessel::
CO_Shras says:
:: get up and walk to the bridge ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::winks at her:: CIV: Trust me. ::feels the Bebop touch down and then slowly shuts down its power systems::
CO_Shras says:
:: stop after his door and look around if Taal is on the bridge ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Downloading some research onto a PADD::
XO_Taal says:
::opens the bay doors to greet the passengers of the raider::
XO_Taal says:
::enters the Shuttlebay::
CIV_Azanna says:
@::pats her coat, making sure her disruptors are in their holsters::
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge.
Host Bob_SM (WHISTLE.wav)
OPS_L`yaian says:
::looks up from her preparations and salutes as the Captain comes on the bridge::
CO_Shras says:
:: Startled, still not used to that being said when he enters a room ::
CO_Shras says:
ALL: As you were
OPS_L`yaian says:
::relaxes again, and goes back to work::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::twists in her seat to gaze at Sinjin, looking at his face... so peaceful now. Remembers certain times::
XO_Taal says:
::waits for the outer hull door to open::
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Is everyone returned from R&R?
CIV_Azanna says:
CTO: Well, go get with the sweet-talkin'.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::tugs at his uniform collar, anxious to get back to work:: CSO/CIV: Do either of you want to wake the boy up? The Commander should know he's here with us.
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::closes her eyes, and pictures her own mother, Tessa, and wishes fervently she could see her::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Just about. Commander Taal is in the Shuttlebay, Sir. Seeing to the late arrivals.
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::opens her eyes and turns quickly, rising::  CTO:  I will Kizlev. Should I show him to guest quarters?
FCO_Williams says:
::at Flight Control Station:: CO: Course and speed laid in sir.
CIV_Azanna says:
@::snaps her fingers for Mojo:: CTO:  I want some good quarrterrs, and a massage... and you'rre buying dinnerr.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: We are preparing for departure, as per you orders.
CO_Shras says:
OPS: Have we received all the requested supplies?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::goes over to the rear door and opens it:: CSO: Yes, please do. ::sees Taal and walks up to him, standing at attention:: XO: Sir! We've returned from our brief stay on the USS Tecumseh. I have... much to explain.
CMO_Kimura says:
::spins around in her office chair:: *XO*: Taal, have they come in yet? I want all of them down in Sickbay ASAP for a physical, please.
XO_Taal says:
CTO: That will not be required. Everything has been listed in the report they sent us.
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods to herself, pleased that everything is working order::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Good, as soon as we have everyone aboard and Commander Taal is on the bridge, we will begin undocking procedures
XO_Taal says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged, Kazue.
CIV_Azanna says:
::stretches and stands up, sliding her sunglasses over her eyes as she walks up behind Kizlev::
XO_Taal says:
CTO: As you can see, Kazue is eager to see to your needs.
CSO_Jakiel says:
::rises and goes near Sinjin, leaning over him. A light touch moves his shoulder gently:: Sinjin:  Sinjin, you need to wake now. We're on the Geneva. Sinjin?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I was just doing some homework on the Briengogh. There ain't much.
OPS_L`yaian says:
::looks up at the CO, then back at the panel to check:: CTO: Yes sirr, we have indeed
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Aye sir
FCO_Williams says:
::prepares to commence undocking procedures::
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Yeah, I can't see how Starfleet could not have sent an observation team years ago......
CTO_Kizlev says:
::glances to see Rhianna and Grey walk from behind:: XO: That isn't necessary, sir. The medical staff on the Tecumseh have seen to our needs already. ::gestures to Grey:: This is Grey... Azanna.
CIV_Azanna says:
::twitches her tail slowly as she watches the XO::
XO_Taal says:
CTO/CSO: After you both report to sickbay, you are to escort our guests to guest quarters on deck 2 section 10.
CIV_Azanna says:
::steps forward:: XO: I am Valentinez Alkalinella Xifax Sicidaboherrtz Gumbigobilla Blue Strradivarri Talentrrent Pierre Andrri Charrlton-Haymoss Ivanovicci Baldeus Georrge Doitzel Kaiserr. Don't hesitate to call. ::extends paw to shake and winks at Kizlev::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I thought of that too. Especially being so close to a possible first contact.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::grumbles and awakes feeling very groggy:: CSO: Hmm? ::looks out the rear hatch:: Oh no, we're here already?
XO_Taal says:
CIV: Ms. Grey. I appreciate your magnanimity in rescuing our officers. You kindness will not be overlooked.
CNS_Bauer says:
OPS: Has the shuttle completed docking procedures. Are they in?
XO_Taal says:
CTO: You will report to sickbay. That is an order.
CSO_Jakiel says:
::smiles kindly::  Sinjin:  This is a good place, trust me. I'll take you to your room. It will be temporary for now, but we'll make sure you're given permanent quarters you can call your own, okay?
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods at the CO:: CO: Yes sir, they are in, the shuttle has been secured, and its passengers are deboarding as I speak.
XO_Taal says:
CTO: The Tecumseh may have seen to your needs, but we have not.
CIV_Azanna says:
::sighs and rolls her eyes:: Self: Feds...sheesh. ::hops off the gangway and walks for the Shuttlebay doors, her spurs clinking as she walks::
CO_Shras says:
OPS: Clear us for departure with SB-245
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods and sends the request for departure to the Starbase::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: The shuttle is in. Taal should be joining us momentarily, Sir.
CSO_Jakiel says:
::flexes her hand experimentally, feeling stiffness, on hearing mention of the sickbay::
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Verify that everyone is accounted for
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::rubs the base of his neck, barely feeling the strange new implant in his throat that now allows his to talk normally, and the ear implants that correct his deafness:: CSO: Okay, thank you very much Ms. Jakiel ::smiles and follows her out::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Taps on his console doing a census of the ship's company:: CO: All present... plus one?
CSO_Jakiel says:
::stands back up to attention and addresses the XO::  XO: Sir, may I show this young man to quarters?
XO_Taal says:
CSO: You may after you report to sickbay, Ensign.
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: Understood. ::glares at Grey, as if trying to tell her to be nice::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::waits patiently for the answer from the SB::
CIV_Azanna says:
::slides her paws into her pockets and continues her walk to the door, whistling softly::
XO_Taal says:
CIV: Ms. Grey, if you would be so kind to accompany the Lieutenant to sickbay as well.
Host SB_OPS says:
$Com: Geneva: USS Geneva, you are cleared for departure... all moorings and umbilicals are ready for disconnection
CSO_Jakiel says:
::whispers::  CTO:  Are we assuming our stations immediately? I think Sinjin needs to be around someone he knows until he gets situated... I remember. ::looks into Kizlev's eyes::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Apparently there were four on the shuttle that just docked. Mr. Kizlev, Jakiel, their guest and an unidentified forth.
CIV_Azanna says:
::stops and tilts her head:: XO: Eh? No Docs, thanks. ::twitches her tail, and snaps her fingers for Mojo::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::walks up curiously to Taal:: XO: You know, sir. You're the first Vulcan I've ever met. It's a privilege to meet you. ::goes to shake his hand::
OPS_L`yaian says:
Com: SB245: Thank you very much.
XO_Taal says:
::looks down at Sinjin and raises an eyebrow::
CIV_Azanna says:
<Mojo> ::snuffles and trots after Farina::
XO_Taal says:
::shakes the hand of Sinjin::
OPS_L`yaian says:
CO: We're cleared for departure sir; shall I release the docking clamps?
XO_Taal says:
CIV: Ms. Grey in order for you to remain on this vessel we will require a physical from you.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::smiles at the kind looking CMO and sees Taal's confusion at the hand gesture:: XO/CTO/CMO: Really, honestly. All I need is cot or a bedroll and I'll be okay. I don't want to be a nuisance or anything.
FCO_Williams says:
$Com: SB245: Preparing for disconnection, Thank-you.
CIV_Azanna says:
::looks at Kizlev:: XO: Ah... alrright then. ::begins walking back to her ship:: CTO: See you laterr Kizzie.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Shall I call Commander Taal to the bridge so we can get underway?
CO_Shras says:
CNS: No, that won't be necessary
CTO_Kizlev says:
::scratches his head:: Self: Kizzie.... ::shakes off the nostalgia:: CSO/Sinjin: Let's go to sickbay.
CO_Shras says:
OPS/FCO: Begin undocking procedures
XO_Taal says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CTO: Kizzie?
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: Yes... ah... ::turns 'round:: CIV: Grey!
CSO_Jakiel says:
Sinjin: You will be given a proper place to lay your head. But first we have protocol to attend to.
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods at the CO and starts on the undocking procedures::
CIV_Azanna says:
CTO: What?
CO_Shras says:
FCO: When out of the Starbase safety perimeter engage at maximum warp
XO_Taal says:
::looks at the Lieutenant Kizlev as he exits the Shuttlebay, exits the Shuttlebay, and heads for the nearest turbolift::
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Aye, sir. Clearing Starbase. ::clear SB245:: CO: We're clear, Sir.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::walks up to her and keeps his voice low:: CIV: I thought you agreed to stay here with us, if just for a while.
XO_Taal says:
::enters the turbolift and calls for the bridge::
Host SB_OPS says:
$Com: Geneva: Good luck and return in one piece Geneva... SB 245 out
CIV_Azanna says:
::whispers:: CTO: Yeah surre me too, but I don't want some touchy-feely Fed Dr. pawing all overr me. This wasn't parrt of the deal.
XO_Taal says:
::exits the turbolift after it stops and walks onto the bridge::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> CSO: Yes, madam. ::starts gazing wide-eyed at the Shuttlebay and is overwhelmed with the complexity of the new environment::
XO_Taal says:
::spots the Captain and Counselor::
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain.
CSO_Jakiel says:
::turns to watch Kizlev with Grey closely. Senses the familiarity even more than hearing it from them:: Sinjin:  Just follow me. Kizlev will catch up in a minute.
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Commander.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Nods to Taal as he enters::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Everything ok?
XO_Taal says:
CIV: Ms. Grey is... fascinating.
FCO_Williams says:
::engages engines, and heads out on pre-entered course:: CO: Engaging engines sir.
SB says:
<USS Harkening> & COM: All: Federation units in the vicinity, this is the USS Harkening. We have arrived on-scene at the transport accident zone and are beginning rescue operations.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::shows a subtle smile:: CIV: You'll never change, will you?
OPS_L`yaian says:
::continues random tasks, keeping up with the various functions on board, and making sure everything is going smoothly::
CO_Shras says:
XO: Commander, everything in order down there?
XO_Taal says:
::whispers:: CNS: Also you did not hear this from me... But apparently Mr. Kizlev goes by the alias 'Kizzie'.
FCO_Williams  (Warp.wav)
CO_Shras says:
FCO: ETA?
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::goes with Rhianna, totally fascinated and aching to see this neat starship::
OPS_L`yaian says:
CO: We got a comm message from the Harkening, they've arrived at the transport accident zone and are beginning rescue operations
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Kizzie?
CSO_Jakiel says:
Sinjin: I will make sure you are you given a royal tour of the Geneva. You should find it quite interesting I believe. If you would like I can bring you to my science station sometime.
SB says:
ACTION: Roughly a day passes as the Geneva proceeds to the Brien'thi'op System, and are now within minutes of entering the system.
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Calculating now sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Smiles at the possibilities::
CIV_Azanna says:
::smirks:: CTO: Not on yourr life. ::paused, contemplating a nice cigar:: I don't have to do this exam, do I?
FCO_Williams says:
CO: We are approaching the Brien'thi'op System, Captain
XO_Taal says:
::enters the bridge and sits down in his chair::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows Taal in, onto the bridge and takes his place::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::stretches, having just come back on duty for the day, and scratches one ear lightly before turning to her work::
CIV_Azanna says:
::yawns and stretches, putting her feet up on Kizlev's desk. Reaches in her pocket for her flask and takes a long swig::
CMO_Kimura says:
::spins around in her chair yet, again...:: *CIV*: Ahem.. Miss Civilian crewman who just blew off a medical exam. Don't make me order you down to Sickbay...
CSO_Jakiel says:
::pores over the data coming in, trying to concentrate. The last day being very tiring for her emotionally::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Slow to impulse as soon as we enter the system and keep the ship behind one of the outer planets
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is at tactical on the bridge, running the usual lateral sensor sweeps of the vicinity::
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Aye, sir
OPS_L`yaian says:
::readies to open hailing frequencies to the Briengogh, and closes down all other unimportant comm channels::
CO_Shras says:
XO: You will stay out of view from the planet and only use passive scanning techniques
CMO_Kimura says:
*CIV*: You are possibly contaminating my crew. If you don't come within five minutes, I will be forced to make your particular exam as long and as difficult as possible.
CIV_Azanna says:
::swallows:: *CMO*: Umm... I'm not a crrew anything.... so I guess you can't orrderr me.
CO_Shras says:
XO: We will leave an open comm link but you should not interfere unless it is very necessary
CMO_Kimura says:
*CIV*: Well, can I ask you politely? I know four different languages, which one would you like?
CNS_Bauer says:
::looking up from his console:: CO: The rescue team from the Harkening is still at the scene of the accident.
CO_Shras says:
CNS/CSO: Bauer, Jakiel, meet me in Shuttlebay 1 in five minutes with your gear
XO_Taal says:
CO: Understood Captain. Aside from your life being in any danger, we will not interfere.
CO_Shras says:
XO: You have the Bridge, Commander
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Aye, Sir.
CIV_Azanna says:
*CMO*: Look, lady, it ain't nothin' perrsonal... I just don't like someone touchin' me unless they bought me dinnerr firrst.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Leaves the bridge::
FCO_Williams ::brings the ship out of warp, and hides ship as best he can, engages autopilot to maintain position:: CO: We are in position sir. (PowerDown.wav)
OPS_L`yaian says:
CO: ready to hail the Briengogh with the standard multi-lingual greeting message, and ready to open a comm link with the away team, sir.
XO_Taal says:
::stands up and nods his head::
CMO_Kimura says:
*CIV*: Ever heard of replicators? Free food, kid.
CSO_Jakiel says:
::looks up from her console and over at the Commander::  XO: Yes sir! At once. ::glances at Kizlev, having expected him to be assigned also, and wishing for his company::
XO_Taal says:
::watches the away team exit the bridge::
FCO_Williams says:
::monitors ships systems and scanners::
CIV_Azanna says:
::sits up:: *CMO*: Who you callin' kid?! I got half a mind to come down therre and show you a thing orr two!
CO_Shras says:
OPS: Send the message, you'll send us the information when you'll get a good translation of their natural language
CO_Shras says:
:: enters TL ::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods:: CO: Yes sir
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes to quarters to grab a few things and check in with his roommate, checks his hair in the mirror, and heads to the Shuttlebay::
CO_Shras says:
TL: Shuttle bay
CMO_Kimura says:
*CIV*: Ooh... a challenge... You're welcome to. ::smirks::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::prepares the message, and sends it off to the Briengogh, hoping for the best.::
CIV_Azanna says:
::stands up:: *CMO*: Don't think I won't!
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik>: Uh, Doctor... I wouldn't provoke her...
CIV_Azanna says:
::grumbles and stalks down the hallway to the TL::
CMO_Kimura says:
Orik: Shh! She's coming down here isn't she?
CO_Shras says:
:: enters the Shuttlebay, looking for the available shuttle and the team ::
XO_Taal says:
::walks up to the Tactical Console::
CTO_Kizlev says:
CSO: Be safe, Rhianna. ::nods to her as she leaves::
XO_Taal says:
::whispers:: CTO: Kizzie?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters Shuttlebay and approaches the CO::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Are we ready?
CO_Shras says:
CNS: You're a good pilot counselor?
CMO_Kimura says:
::walks out of her office, very satisfied and sits on a biobed with a hypospray in hand::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Yes, Sir. I do ok.
CMO_Kimura says:
Orik: Lock the doors, Orik, when she comes in here...
CTO_Kizlev says:
::curls his antennae towards Taal:: XO: Oh.... that? Just a playful expression. We were.... acquaintances years ago.
CSO_Jakiel says:
::nods at Kizlev as she leaves with the Captain, but her gaze lingers on the Andorian as they stand in the turbolift and the doors close::
SB says:
ACTION: Subspace eddies in the area gently buffet the ship
CTO_Kizlev says:
::isn't ready to reveal the details of the old days with Grey just yet to Taal::
CIV_Azanna says:
::lights a cigar as she stomps down the hall to sickbay::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Shall I pilot the shuttle, Sir?
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik> ::gets by the manual console and is prepared::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::gazes deeply at the CSO's eyes until the lift doors close::
XO_Taal says:
CTO: Fascinating...
XO_Taal says:
::turns back around and walks to the centre of the bridge::
FCO_Williams says:
::adjusts autopilot for sub-space eddies::
CIV_Azanna says:
::stalks into Sickbay, snarling under her breath, lashing her tail::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::grins at Taal, doubting that his explanation was enough to satisfy his Vulcan curiosity::
CSO_Jakiel says:
::shifts her weight to keep balance as she feels the ship move slightly off kilter. Enters the Shuttlebay, moving quickly to the area she senses the Captain's presence to be::
XO_Taal says:
OPS: What is the status of the shuttle?
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Oh, glad you could make it... ::in Cardassian:: Is your real name Farina, Grey the Nine Lives?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees Jakiel approach::
OPS_L`yaian says:
XO: They're ready to leave, sir, just making final preparations, I assume
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Inform me when they depart.
CO_Shras says:
CSO: How are your piloting skills?
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: ::in Cardassian:: I've seen you around Elzat III for the longest time. Didn't know you were Starfleet type.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Boards shuttle and starts the pre-flight check::
CSO_Jakiel says:
CO:  Excellent sir. I piloted the Aerowing last it flew.
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods at the XO, now wondering why there has been no response from the Briengogh::
CO_Shras says:
CSO: Then you will pilot the shuttle
CO_Shras says:
CSO/CNS: Let's get under way
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
%::sitting in yet another debriefing session, re-discussing the same engineering discrepancies as during the previous session::
CIV_Azanna says:
::stops and looks at the CMO:: CMO: ::in Cardassian:: I'm not... this is just... ::grumbles:: And how do you know... No one knows my real name. ::adjusts her cigar::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: I've just completed the checklist. She's all yours ::Gets up out of the pilot’s seat::
CSO_Jakiel says:
CO:  Yes sir! ::takes her seat and readies the shuttle to leave::  *OPS*: Please advise as soon as we are cleared.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::places sensors locked onto what he believes to be is the Briengogh light ship, reminded of his early history courses about Zefram Cochrane and the Phoenix statue in the Academy campus grounds::
CO_Shras says:
:: close the shuttle door and takes a back seat in the shuttle ::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Word gets around... you either sell or smuggle weapons... Like I said, I've seen you before. You mind not smoking in my Sickbay?
CO_Shras says:
CSO: Begin launch sequence
OPS_L`yaian says:
*CSO*: Of course ::prompts the shuttle bay doors to open when the shuttle is ready to leave::
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Counselor, what do you think of my "plan"
CIV_Azanna says:
CMO: That's why I hate Doctors. ::grumbles and puts out her cigar, tucking it into a small case. What, you gonna frisk me? ::wags tail::
CO_Shras says:
CNS: We will set course for the planet but at slow impulse and attempt to find a planetary authority to begin formal communications...
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Anything to report, Lieutenant?
CSO_Jakiel says:
::enters the appropriate code::  *OPS*: Readying to leave in ten...  ::begins the countdown and brings the engines to the proper height, then moves the shuttle effortlessly forward and out::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: We're not all bad. I'm Kazue Kimura. I'll be seeing a lot of you. ::extends a hand::
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
%:: walks around the table and leans on the back of Jaron's chair :: Jaron: So, are you going to be able to stay awake during this session, or do I have to call the doctor in to give you another infusion of caffeine?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Yes, I agree. We should be invited... before we land.
OPS_L`yaian says:
::monitors the shuttle as it moves forward out of the Shuttlebay, the doors opening right at the right moment to let it out::
SB says:
%::receiving some type of hail:: COM: Somewhere: Unknown transmitter, this is JelonTek Flight Control.
CO_Shras says:
CNS: We might get a better welcoming party....
CIV_Azanna says:
CMO: Well, this isn't a goodwill mission, just so you know. ::takes her hand in her paw and shakes it.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sets communication systems to scan all frequencies within set parameters::
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
%Narinda: ::still thinking about the test flight he just recently returned from:: No Ma'am... it's just that we've gone over this same information about a successful flight, yet again, and isn't it time to move onto the next phase?
CO_Shras says:
@CSO: Set course at half impulse
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: According to what I know about the Breingogh, they should be quite pleased by us. A real nice welcome, I should think. They want entry into the Federation.
OPS_L`yaian says:
::see the shuttle is safely away:: XO: The shuttle is away and on its way, sir
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Good. Glad you're civilized. Now just sit on the biobed. I'm just gonna run a scanner over you.
SB says:
% ::creates an uplink with the visual satellite network, trying to scan for a transmission source::
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Thank you, Ensign.
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ CO: Course is already laid in at half impulse. Any other requirements, sir?
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
%Narinda: Clearly, we've a chance here to take another step forward and do it before the others get there before us..... After all, isn't that why we're in this competition?
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
%:: slaps Jaron's back :: Jaron: Don't worry old man, things are about to change, I guarantee it.
CIV_Azanna says:
::points a claw:: CMO: No way. No feelin' up till I get dinner and a movie... that is if you Feds are civilized. ::smirks::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::begins experiencing a rising sensation of anxiety, but suppresses it harshly immediately and focuses on the goal ahead::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Take it slow. Let's give our new friends down there time to "see" us.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Fine. Whaddya want to eat? I can make you anything from gagh to a human hamburger. You haven't eaten?
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
%:: takes a seat on the table next to Jaron :: Jaron: We are way ahead of anyone else in the field. I'm not going to let anyone get in our way, so you just do what you do best. Got it?
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Lieutenant Williams, plot a course to conceal the ship behind that moon. It should also allow us to monitor any transmissions.
CIV_Azanna says:
CMO: The replicator in my ship busted the day after the warranty expired. I think I have a box of pop-tarts somewhere.
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik> ::not sure if he should lock the doors or not, since the pair seem to be getting along... but he's still confused on what they are saying::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO/CO: The computer will tell us when we have a bite.
OPS_L`yaian says:
::sees a flashing like on the comm panel:: XO: we have an incoming transmission, it appears to be something from... JelonTek...?
FCO_Williams says:
XO: Aye, sir. ::disengages autopilot and commence manual flight::
FCO_Williams says:
::moving ship::
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Very, good.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::glances at his department roster and thinks it's time to get to know his TO a little better rather than wait until Beta shift::
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
%Narinda: of course Ma'am, but what I do best is fly.... and that means we need something for me to fly then
CO_Shras says:
@CNS: You have seen the report, what channel have they used to contact the civilian transport?
XO_Taal says:
OPS: We could be expecting a transmission from the Harkening for assistance, Ensign.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks at console:: CO: We have a nibble, Sir. First contact.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: This channel. ::Brings the message to audio, so all in shuttle can hear::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@::glances from sensor readings to nav guides while listening to the captain::
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
%:: grins :: Jaron: You fly boys are all alike, never satisfied with anything, always wanting to go faster, higher.
XO_Taal says:
OPS: JelonTek? Let's hear it.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: What the hell is a 'poptart?' Man, you must have been starving. ::turns to Orik:: Orik: Please give Miss Gr-Azanna a scan. CIV: That your name now?
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods and puts it on speakers for everyone to hear::
CIV_Azanna says:
CMO: I have always been, and will forever remain... Grey the Nine-Lives. ::bows::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO/CO: We should be hearing.....
SB says:
% COM: Anywhere: This is JelonTek Space Control, repeating... Who is transmitting on this channel? How may I direct your hail?
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
%Narinda: That's why you love us.......
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik> ::approaches the CIV:: CIV: I'm just going to run a quick scan... see if you're alright...
XO_Taal says:
@OPS: Remain COM silence. The Captain's orders were specific.
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
%Jaron: Wasn't that last flight of yours exciting enough? Man, you were among the stars. What more do you want?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: You gonna answer them? It's for you, Sir.
CMO_Kimura says:
::winks at the CIV:: CIV: Thought so.
CIV_Azanna says:
::bares teeth in a low snarl::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods and refrains from responding::
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik>: Whoa whoa! I'm not going to touch you! I'm just going to run this ::points to his scanner:: over you!
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
%Narinda: I want to meet the voices, not just hear them...  and to do that, we must fly farther, faster than we have
CMO_Kimura says:
::snaps:: CIV: Hey! Don't eat my MO!
CIV_Azanna says:
Orik: Betterr make it rreally quick. The lady owes me some food. ::smirks::
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Ensign, switch consoles with me if you would. I need you to man the weapons while I adjust the calibrations on the tactical sensors. Seems the upgrades have altered the settings from the way I used to have them at.
CMO_Kimura says:
::goes back to her office and replicates some vegetable soup and bread for the CIV::
CO_Shras says:
@Com: Space Control: Hum... May I speak to your superior please?
TO_Keach says:
CTO: Yes sir. ::moves towards main tactical::
SB says:
% ::rolls eyes::
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik>: Okay, okay... hang onto your whiskers... ::quickly takes a scan::
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
%Jaron: One step at a time old man. We'll get you that ship as soon as we wrap up the "negotiations.” :: smiles and nudges him in the arm ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: This is history in the making. Isn't this exciting?
SB says:
% COM: CO: Who is this? Do you have a scheduled flight entrance?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Introduce the Geneva and identify yourself, Sir.
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::watches as the Geneva, and Kizlev, put more distance between the two ships and takes a deep breath. Listens to hear what sort of greeting they will be met with::
CMO_Kimura says:
::comes out with the soup:: CIV: Caitians are normally vegetarian, so here's some vegetable soup. ::offers it to her::
SB says:
% ::turns around in his chair, waving to his supervisor to come over::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: This is why I joined Starfleet.
CO_Shras says:
@COM: JTSC: No we are not scheduled this is why I need to speak with one of your superiors
CIV_Azanna says:
CMO/Orik: Ooo! Rreal food! ::takes the  tray and looks round for a place to eat::
FCO_Williams says:
::guiding the Geneva around the system, so that chart data collected and accurate sensor readings taken by the various departments on board::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::moves to TAC II and begins the sensor adjustments, ready to let Keach handle the weapons for a change, glad to have more focus on sensor duty::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: You can just eat it here...  hell, if you can smoke in my lab, you can certainly eat on a biobed, right? ::smirks::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::nods to the counselor, hoping she will not be asked what made her join::
CIV_Azanna says:
::eats hungrily, slurping her soup happily::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ CNS:  I'm not sure they are pleased to see us.
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik>: CMO: Looks like she's a-okay, Doctor. You might wanna... uh... finish the rest... ::whispers:: I don't want her to get me... if you know what I mean... ::is a little scared::
SB says:
% COM: CO: Sir, unless you have a scheduled flight entrance, you are violating JelonTek Space Control policies. Now, before I transfer you to Tactical Operations, and you don't want that, who are you and how may I direct your call???
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: See what you can do on your end to reduce our visibility just in case we need to maintain a low profile.
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
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